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“My brother- in-law asked
if he could have an English
Tea. “You are in Spain NOT
England,” he bellowed, “so
no you cannot have English
Tea.”” See Letters Page 2
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Needs more
work EU
criticises May’s
Brexit plan

Maurice alongside
Wing Commander
Andrew Keith and
Ambassador Simon
Manley.

BEST OF BRITISH
b Display by the Red Arrows in Minorca watched by former Battle
of Britain pilot who has recently celebrated his 100th birthday.
Mahon.—The display by the
Red Arrows over Minorca on
Tuesday delighted many people but none more than Pilot
Officer Maurice Moundsen,

formally of Number 56
Squadron, Royal Air Force.
Maurice is one of the last surviving Battle of Britain pilots
and he watched the display

alongside Wing Commander
Andrew Keith and the British
ambassador to Spain Simon
Manley. Maurice shares
something in common with

his beloved Royal Air Force,
they are both the same age!
Maurice retired to Minorca a
few years ago.
Red Arrows Special: Centres

Tired
Londoners
rent sleep pods
for some zzz’s:
See Inside

P

rime Minister Theresa May received
less than glowing praise for her Brexit
plan yesterday, with top EU official
Donald Tusk saying Britain must rework its proposals for Northern Ireland and
trade.
Hours before the British prime minister was
due to try to sell her plan to the other European Union leaders, summit chairman Tusk repeated criticism of her proposals for future customs arrangements and for the border between
the British province of Northern Ireland and
EU member Ireland.
May has shown little sign of backing away
from her “Chequers” plan, and repeated her
aims in a carefully placed article in a German
newspaper on the eve of the two-day EU summit in Salzburg, Austria.
But Tusk was clear - her customs proposals
and those aimed at preventing a hard border on
the island of Ireland would have to be reworked. Earlier, EU negotiator Michel Barnier
signalled he was ready to address Britain’s border concerns.
See Inside

